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Quick Links 

CORK! - Part 2 

NEW - Tarkett Johnsonite Adhesive Program 

959 Vinyl Tile and Plank Adhesive - Replaces #800 pressure sensitive adhesive. For VET 
(Azterra and Color Essence), SVT (Cortina Grande and GemStone) and LVT (ID Freedom and ID 
Inspiration). This is an acrylic adhesive (not pressure sensitive). Up to 90% RH. Open time 1-2 
hours. Cradle-to-Cradle Certified, contributes to LEED credits, includes 23% post-
consumer recycled content. Specs here. 
 

RollSmart - Roll-on adhesive for vinyl sheet products (except Granit SD/Toro SC, Training, and 
Acoustiflor products). Up to 90% RH. Apply with 3/8” nap paint roller. Tips: keep the  roller wet, 
don’t apply pressure, use a paint tray. Open time up to 2 hours; dries in 10-20 minutes. Normal 
traffic may resume as soon as installation is completed (wait 48 hours before initial maintenance). 
Approved for use under hospital beds. No trowel marks or spray patterns! Specs here.  
 

901 SpraySmart - Replaces 120/122/130/140/150 SpraySmart adhesives. For VCT, VET, SVT, 
vinyl sheet, Triumph/Inertia and Replay Sports Flooring, Subfloor Leveler System, and rubber tile 
(except Metallurgy, EcoShell, and CorkTones). Up to 90% RH (up to 85% for rubber tile, Triumph/
Inertia/Replay, and levelers). Normal traffic may resume as soon as installation is completed (wait 
48 hours before initial maintenance). Great for quick turnaround projects! Specs here.  
 

Click here for the new Adhesive Selection Chart, and contact me if you have any questions. 

I introduced our new Harris Cork LVC (Luxury Vinyl Cork) in my April 
newsletter, and have gotten a great response from just about every-
one who has had a chance to see it in person. This unique product is 
so versatile! LVC starts with the fastest-growing flooring category, 
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile/Plank), and makes it even better by adding a 
cork core. It is available in 10 realistic-looking wood patterns, includ-
ing 3 EIR (embossed in register) patterns, where the wear layer 
matches the pattern below. Harris Cork LVC: 

 Is moisture-resistant (can be used in 

bathrooms) 

 Provides impact-resistance and      

comfort underfoot  

 Retains warmth 

 Absorbs noise 

Harris cork LVC can be installed as a floating 
floor in most residential settings, and is 
glued-down in most commercial settings. 
The 22 mil wear-layer makes it very dura-
ble, and the cork core adds dimensional stability and makes it more 
forgiving of subfloor imperfections than typical LVT. This is a great 
product for areas where standing/walking comfort or noise re-
duction are concerns. An architect folder and individual samples are 
available, so please contact me if you’d like to order any.  

Johnsonite Millwork in Stock at CDC! 
 

That’s right - we are now stocking the following profiles and colors 
at CDC Cincinnati (available next-day at CDC Livonia): 

 Reveal 4.25” MW-01-F Snow White 

 Reveal 4.25” MW-08-F Icicle 

 Reveal 4.25” MW-20-F Charcoal 

 Reveal 4.25” MW-167-F Fudge 

 Mandalay 6” MW-20-H6 Charcoal  

Another exciting new product we now carry is Harris 
Cork Wall Tiles. This is not the boring dark brown ag-
glomerate tackboard you may remember from the old 
employee breakroom, but a fresh new 1/8” thick x 12” x 
24” (nom.) cork veneer tile. Available in a 8 natural pat-
terns/colors, these tiles are durable and easy to install. 
Harris Cork Wall Tiles would be a great addition to a 
conference room, training room, executive office, 
on a reception wall or desk front. In addition to look-
ing great and adding natural interest and texture to a 
space, cork wall tiles also help to provide for a quieter 
environment and increase thermal insulation. Click here 
for the Harris Cork Wall Tiles webpage, and here for an 
online brochure. Please contact me if you would like to 
see samples in person. 
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